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Providing a Complete Fuel Management Solution

S

cott Van Vliet had been “cowboying,” mar-

made contacts in the oil and gas industry which

keting cattle and selling beef throughout

led to a meeting with the engineers working on

North and South America for fifteen years

the Long Lake Oil Sands project for Nexen Energy

before he made an abrupt career change that
took him on a path that would see him change the
way that large remote projects procure, store, and

(Nexen) in the Athabasca Oil Sands Region. In
talks with Nexen Scott heard first-hand the issues
Nexen was encountering on the project due to the

manage their fuel supply.

lack of a secure fuel supply on site. Traditionally,

| 2004 |

depot, usually located in a nearby town, which

projects were supplied through a centralized bulk

Maury Van Vliet, Scott’s father, co-owned and
operated SaveOnJetFuel.Com Inc. (SaveOn) which
supplies fuel to helicopter operators working in
remote areas. Often there were inadequate storage facilities on site for the fuel and if there were,
they were not environmentally friendly options.
The SaveOn partners explored different storage
options and in 2003 incorporated EnviroTankers
Inc. (EnviroTankersTM) to supply double-walled
mobile fuel tankers that contain a fully automated fuel dispensing system. They were developing
a prototype, called the EnviroTanker, when the
North American cattle market collapsed. Scott
decided he wanted out of the cattle industry and
moved back to Alberta in 2004. He went to work
for his father where his first task was to determine if there was a viable market for the EnviroTanker.
Scott took the EnviroTanker to industry trade
shows and began to call on helicopter operators
to showcase the product. Scott ran the company
for his father until late 2005. On his travels he

then trucked the fuel out to the project site in
smaller trucks as needed.

Todd (left), Maury (centre) and Scott Van Vliet
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The traditional model caused uncertainty in both the
supply and the pricing of fuel for the project. Nexen
asked Scott to design a new system. With little industry experience, and no preconceived ideas on how the
distribution business or their customers should do
something, he designed a fuel delivery system based on
Nexen’s needs. The fuel would be shipped directly from
the refinery to the job site and stored in a 50,000-liter
mobile tank built on skids. The tank was completely selfcontained and featured its own power source, cardlock,
and fuel dispensing system. The tank would arrive on
site, be dropped off and, essentially, would be immediately operational.

parent. This not only won them the contract but it also
enabled them to develop a long-term relationship with
Nexen.
Putting a prototype into the field to be fully utilized
without testing can be fraught with problems. Even
though there were some challenges getting the bugs
worked out of the system once it became operational,
the most significant challenge was supplying the fuel.
Nexen had predicted fuel usage to be close to 400,000
liters per month. The peak fuel consumption was closer
to 250,000 liters of fuel per day. EnviroTankers™ had
been leaning on SaveOn’s relationships with refineries
to secure the fuel. SaveOn at that time contracted close
to 2 million liters per year. This level of fuel consumption
taxed the company’s resources and presented a different
risk scenario than what the partners were comfortable
with. The company was under financial duress during this
period and Maury’s partners wanted out.

With little industry experience,
and no preconceived ideas on how
the distribution business or their
customers should do something,

The tanks feature their own source of energy and a cardlock
fuel dispensing system.

Scott designed a fuel delivery
system based on Nexen’s needs.

| 2005 |
A bit of the cowboy came out in Scott when he convinced
the partners of SaveOn, in November 2004, to start
building a system that had never been built before for a
contract and a customer they did not yet have. Scott felt
that the only way they could secure the contract was to
have the equipment available when Nexen was ready to
go ahead with the project. They were awarded the contract in May of 2005, and were expected to have the fuel
depot on site by June. There was a Request for Proposal
(RFP) out to supply the fuel. Nexen asked EnviroTankers™
if they would like to bid. Again, being new to the industry,
their bid was unconventional, it was completely trans-

Maury and his two sons, Scott and his brother Todd, a
lawyer practising in Edmonton, formed Environmental
Refuelling Systems Inc. (ERS), in 2005 and purchased the
assets from EnviroTankers™. Their focus was to procure,
store and dispense fuel for large projects in remote
areas; a complete fuel management system that would
soon include transporting fuel as well. From 2005 to 2008
ERS grew, on average, anywhere from 250% to 300% per
year. ERS was growing so quickly that every aspect of the
business was strained as a result. Scott felt as though he
had “a tiger by the tail” and was holding on for dear life.
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| 2006 |
By January 2006, the company was growing 100% per
month and was in breach of all covenants with the bank.
The banks followed protocol and pulled ERS’s credit
facilities. Scott had been working with CETAC-WEST and
called Joe Lukacs to ask for advice. Joe suggested that
he contact his customer and be open and honest with
them. On a Friday, Scott called Nexen and informed them
that they needed to pay off their open invoices over the
weekend if they wanted to continue to receive shipments
of fuel. That single piece of advice saved the company.

Environmental concerns on these remote projects were
becoming more of an issue in 2005 when the business
began. Scott, Todd and their father made an environmental commitment to run clean sites. Having their own
trucks allowed them to control all aspects of the fuel delivery system. They were now able to procure, transport,
store and dispense fuel for large remote projects. It also
meant they could live up to their environmental objective of “no spills, not one drop.” ERS has held themselves
to this commitment ever since.
At the beginning of the contract ERS billed Nexen for
all fuel used on site by the contractors and their subcontractors. Nexen realized that with ERS on board using a
transparent fuel pricing and cardlock system, they could
issue dry contracts to their contractors. This meant that
ERS would bill each of the 200 contractors and subcontractors for their fuel consumption instead of Nexen. This
put a tremendous strain on their administrative systems.
It also allowed them to begin the process of tightening
up their controls. This also meant that the fuel risk was
downloaded to ERS.

ERS incorporated a separate trucking company to haul fuel.

Until 2006, ERS was still using outside trucking companies to haul fuel from the refinery to the job site. These
were proving to be unreliable, not showing up on time,
spilling fuel on site, and there were operational issues.
The fuel system onsite did not hold an entire truck load
of fuel which meant trucks were unable to completely
empty their load at times. The issue came to a head
in the spring of 2006 when ERS was in jeopardy of losing the Nexen contract. Despite internal resistance, ERS
incorporated a separate trucking company to haul fuel.
A separate company enabled ERS to limit the risks and
liabilities that a trucking company faces. By the summer
of 2006 they had their first two trucks and two super B
trailers. This meant that they now needed drivers. Scott
became one of the two truck drivers and for the next
two years ran the field operations, was responsible for
market development and drove one of the trucks at the
same time.

No spills,
not one drop.
Scott was concerned that, despite now having 200
paying customers, they were still a one-trick pony. All
the work resulted from one customer on one project,
Long Lake. Scott began to look for new projects in the oil
sands. At the time, Shell Oil was applying to expand the
Albian Jackpine Mine as part of the Athabasca Oil Sands
Project, in northern Alberta. North American Construction
had the contract to clear bush for the mine. While visiting the guys on site, it became clear they were expecting
another large contract to remove the overburden. Scott
put on his cowboy boots again and convinced his father
and brother that they needed to build two very large
double-walled tanks. With some creativity, Scott was able
to get massive tanks onto site, he then delivered them to
North American Construction, and asked them to store
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the tanks, as he was sure they would need them. He did
not even have the equipment to unload the tanks. To
Scott, it was logical that if North American Construction
was on site with their equipment, they would get the new
contract. If they did, they would need fuel. One month
later, North American Construction won the contract,
needed the tanks and asked ERS to supply the fuel. Scott
had built some of the largest skid- mounted tanks on the
market with a capacity of 120,000 liters each.

ERS fuel depot at the Albion Sands Jackpine Mine.

valid. ERS had made fuel commitments to the refineries, trained staff and had purchased the equipment.
Fortunately, they had landed a three-year contract with
K2 Mining for the Kearl Lake Project that helped absorb
some of the fuel commitments and used some of the
equipment. This contract carried ERS through 2009.
| 2010 |
As the industry was becoming more and more desperate, competitors began to offer dramatic price reductions
for fuel. ERS, which competes on value, lost the contract
in the spring of 2010. They managed to breakeven during 2009 but without this contract they would lose close
to $200,000 a month. Scott believed the company could
survive three months at this rate. Internally there were
different opinions on what to do next, ranging from
liquidating the assets to marketing and selling their way
out. Scott believes the stress caused by operating in this
type of environment fundamentally changed the family
dynamics.

The company has grown by focusing on revenue. All
work to date was in the oil sands. During the spring
break-up Scott would worry about the future and use
the down time to market their fuel solution. Invariably
they would land another contract for the coming winter season. This began a circle of rapid growth for the
company. They now had strong banking arrangements
in place, with several bankers for both their operating
needs and to finance their capital expansion program.
Their accounts receivables were down to 30 days and
new customers placed deposits on fuel inventory.
| 2008 |
In 2008, ERS invested $10 million in new equipment,
trucks and tanks to support a massive winter program.
This effectively doubled their asset base. Two key customers, Nexen and Cenovus, were forecasting fuel requirements for 45 rigs that winter. Then on December 18,
everything changed. Those forecasts were downgraded to
two rigs each and all previous contracts were no longer

ERS provides a complete fuel management system for the
oil sands.
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In August of 2010, the ERS Board gave Scott additional
authority to do whatever it took to put the company
back on track. They were down to three drivers for more
than twelve trucks. Within a month he had enough new
work to pull the company out of the red. He heard his

The ERS Board gave
Scott additional authority to do
whatever it took to put
the company back on track.

ting required. It is self-contained, self-powered on a fully
mobile platform that allows for quick transport and easy
set-up. The main benefit of The Frac Shack™ is that it
allows for refueling on demand without posing a danger
to workers or the equipment. The Frac Shack™ was good
for business for ERS as it brought in value added jobs as
a result. However, the Board decided that the business
would be better served if it stood alone. In 2011, they
incorporated Frac Shack Inc. and began the arduous task
of separating the two companies.
| 2013 |

dispatcher turn away hauling jobs because they did not
have the drivers. He realized that his internal staff was
crippling the company without knowing they were doing
it. He tasked his staff with finding drivers while committing to loads. This immediately began to bring in revenue and
enabled the company to get through the
downturn. Surviving the downturn made
Scott feel as though he had a real company. As Warren Buffett said, “only when
the tide goes out do you discover who 		
has been swimming naked.”

Since the days of participating in CETAC-WEST’s workshops, Scott has seen the value good advisors can bring
to a company and has always had an advisory group or
mentors near him. At the very least he feels they hold the

| 2011 |
All work to date was in the oil sands.
Both Scott and Todd wanted to diversify
to meet other fuel needs in the oil and
gas industry. In 2009, the boys headed to
Fort Nelson to take on the fuel for a frac
job with EOG. Watching the drivers hand
deliver fuel to pumper units in the hot
zone was a rude awakening to the danEnvironmental Refuelling Systems supplies, stores and distributes fuel for
gers of this kind of business. They came
large projects in remote areas.
up with the idea of the Frac Shack™ and
company accountable for the decisions they are makin coordination with Calfrac designed a unit that showed
ing. In 2013, Scott hired one of his advisors, Richard May,
during the 2010 Global Petroleum Show. They got their
to help streamline his administrative team. He used to
first job with Nexen in the Horn River Basin, a frac job.
joke that he was an accounting firm that sold fuel. At
The Frac Shack™ is a unique design that fully adapts to
that time he had over forty employees in accounting and
existing fuel systems on the pumpers with no retrofit••• 7 •••

administration, and the ratio of administrative personnel
to revenue generating projects was roughly one to one.
Richard helped identify the administrative weak spots,
put in place new procedures and developed new software to address those weaknesses. He also identified the
fact that the time it was taking to bill customers for fuel
was putting a significant pressure on working capital.
At any point in time there was in excess of $5 million in
unbilled working capital requirements. Richard was able
to shorten the invoicing cycle which reduced unbilled
working capital requirements to $1 million by automating
the system and electronically reconciling fuel usage.

Now ERS has three revenue-generating projects to every
administrator and hopes it can get to four. Richard is
working on the next version of the software that will enable customers to pay electronically.
ERS outgrew several of its key employees along the
way and in some cases through no fault of their own.
When a company is experiencing rapid growth the wrong
team can hold a company back. Scott is a believer in only

hiring and keeping A-players but that is not always easy.
At its peak, ERS employed 130 people and generated
revenues of $150 million, now they are operating with 75
employees and on revenues of $100 million.

Our commitment to our
customers is straight forward:
the right amount of fuel when
you need it, where you need it.
– Scott Van Vliet

Scott feels that his way out of this industry downturn
is the same as the last, with revenue generation and
cost reductions. They are doing everything they can to
stay afloat. They are chasing any and all jobs, becoming
lean and efficient; implementing technology on limited
budgets, and marketing to every sector in every region
they have capacity to service. Previously 90% of their
equipment was in the oil sands. Currently less than
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40% is. Scott is of the opinion that businesses fail when
the leader gives up or runs out of gas. He is not giving up.
With Scott’s creative marketing approach, the company is
getting jobs and keeping its crews working.
He has not changed his value proposition and tries
not to compete on price alone. He offers a complete
fuel management system for large remote projects that
includes procurement, transportation, storage, dispensing, on-site delivery and administration. Tanks are still
the heart of the operation. Now ERS has a fleet of over
100 tanks, ranging from 1,000 to 200,000 liters, that are
custom designed to a world-class standard. They are
horizontal, double-walled skid tanks featuring Scully
couplings for fuel handling to help ERS maintain their
standard for ZERO spillage.

Scott has not changed
his value proposition
and tries not to compete
on price alone.
| The

Future |

The current industry downturn has been hard on all
suppliers. Scott believes the future and the way out is
through revenue. He is not looking for the oil sands to
deliver these sales but has gone further afield and is
developing a larger, broader customer base to make it
happen. The modular mobile business model that ERS
has developed with a flexible management team is the
key to the survival of the business long term.

A complete fuel management system for large remote projects that includes
procurement, transportation, storage, dispensing, on-site delivery and administration
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The generous and
timely support by the
National Research Council –
Industrial Research
Assistance Program
has been a significant contribution
to the company’s growth.
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